new products

CRUISE CAR offers a large variety of specialty low-speed vehicles for non-golf applications. Each vehicle is built to the specific needs of the buyer—considerations include notable terrain, weather, speeds, torque, custom accessories/colors, acceleration rate, or applications requiring custom fabrication. All vehicles share the same key components, streamlining spare part inventory and maintenance. Cruise Car offers all vehicles with solar canopy option. For more information visit Cruise Car at www.cruisecarinc.com.

NATIONAL FLEET PRODUCTS, a North American supplier of cargo-lifting equipment, loading ramps, and other aftermarket accessories for commercial vehicles, announces the introduction of its new ArtLift. Compared to hydraulic or pneumatic systems, the ArtLift is extremely lightweight, but it boasts a 440-lb. lifting capacity that accommodates more than 98 percent of common freight. A powerful 12-V electric motor provides the needed torque to smoothly rotate a worm gear that effortlessly lifts appliances, furniture, industrial equipment, and a variety of other conventional and unconventional cargo items to a height of up to 3.28 ft. For additional detailed information on National Fleet Products visit www.nationalfleetproducts.com.

MILWAUKEE TOOL delivers portable productivity by expanding the largest subcompact system in the industry, the M12 platform, with the new M12 Rivet Tool. A cordless rivet tool designed for the professional trades, the M12 Rivet Tool simplifies the overall riveting process. Engineered with Milwaukee’s advanced M12 technology, the new tool rivets up to 2X faster and requires 65 percent less muscle effort than hand tools, eliminates the maintenance of pneumatic hoses and compressors, and can pop up to 3/16-in. stainless-steel rivets. The M12 Rivet Tool uses a scotch yolk mechanism, which dramatically impacts the tool’s performance versus the ball-and-screw mechanisms utilized by other rivet tools. The scotch yolk mechanism is much smaller, allowing the tool to deliver a huge amount of force in a more compact, shorter package. For further information on Milwaukee Tool visit www.milwaukee tool.com.

WESTERN GLOBAL’s innovative fuel-storage solution, the Fuel Island, is a ready-to-use, portable fuel station ideal for commercial fleet refueling. The Fuel Island is a self-contained fuel station with remote monitoring technology. It pairs Western Global’s trusted TransTank fuel tanks with the components and equipment necessary to create a turnkey solution that can be deployed immediately. With its integrated, cloud-based remote-monitoring equipment, fuel consumption can be accurately tracked, saving time and resources for the distributor and end-user. The Fuel Island can be configured with either an in-cabinet or out-of-cabinet solution to ensure a fully compliant design for just about every jurisdiction and fuel type. For more information on Western Global products visit www.western-global.com.

TANGRAM INTERIORS, a provider of commercial interior environments and workspaces, now incorporates Microsoft Surface Hub technology. Surface Hub empowers work groups to accelerate collaboration and innovation by connecting individu-
als, regardless of their location, via digital whiteboard, integrated conferencing, multimedia integration with other apps such as Skype, and more. Tangram’s implementation of the Surface Hub encompasses multiple components, including structured cabling, cameras, desktop monitors, and system configuration. For additional information on Tangram Interiors products visit www.tangraminteriors.com.

**KNAACK, LLC** introduces two products designed to keep valuable tools safe and easily accessible on the jobsite. The new products include the KNAACK Cart Armour and the Compact Rolling Workbench. Both products are designed specifically for commercial construction and contractors who need secured storage solutions that are easy to access. With theft and vandalism totaling more than $1 billion annually, the construction sector is one of the hardest-hit industries. Maximizing security and contractor efficiencies is critically important for today’s active jobsites. With innovations like the new KNAACK Cart Armour, contractors can keep tools and equipment where work is being done, while ensuring important items are secure when they have to step away. For more information on Knaack visit www.knaack.com.
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